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From: Fredrick Töben toben@toben.biz
Sent: Wednesday, 24 January 2018 12:02 PM

Subject: ... four heroines:
Ursula, Sylvia, Monika and Alison
Hi Aladin – and All 1. Something more worrying than a translation slip is
what is developing in the form of the two concepts that
legally held the Soviet Union together:
Antisemitism and Revisionism.
These two concepts are now slowly being legally
enshrined in the free and democratic world.
1.2 One of the latest articles where Revisionism is used
is here: Mike Anderson: Confederate flag's backers cite
revisionist history http://tucson.com/opinion/local/mikeandersonconfederat
eflagsbackersciterevisionisthistory/article_c4acb2872e92
566c94html
2. Now let’s celebrate the four women who are currently
spear-heading the Revisionist movement: -item attached
for those who have not seen it.
Alison Chablos –
Ursula Haverbeck –
Monika Schaefer –
Sylvia Stolz –
3. And remember: Nothing is gained without sacrifice –
these women are heroic role models for the younger
generation – there is now no time for smart-talking
individuals who float along in the Revisionist movement,
sniping from behind, sowing dissent by expressing their
negative opinions about these ladies for NOT
compromising
on
the
fundamental
HOLOCAUST
REVISIONIST FACT:
There were no homicidal gassings –
4. Alfred Schaefer and wife just had another police visit
early Tuesday morning, 23 January 2018, and their
Iphones and computers were confiscated. Ten+ police
arrived at his hope – this reminds me of when at
Tübingen during the 1990s Wigbert Grabert was targeted
by police searches and there were usually twelve of
them. Wigbert always noted that out of the group of
individual police some were sympathetic to his cause,
usually six, and during a subsequent raid these
individuals would not be present a second time. Also,
usually there were one or two Israeli police on
secondment present! This makes Gerhard Ittner’s
allegation, this is a Jewish vendetta against Germans, a
fact, and that Germans need to lose their guilt complex
about this homicidal gassing lie, which is taught in the
western free-and-democratic world, and almost globally,
as an historical fact!
5. This second raid on the Schaefers also means our
correspondence, which included Alfred’s email address, is
now in German police hands – and we can assume this
will be shared with the investigating officers assigned to

Alison’s case in England. Now I wonder why there was at
this time the attempt to discredit Alison from within the
Revisionists’ ranks; was it a coincidence or was it a setup/a conspiracy? – and remember, a conspiracy occurs
when more than one person meet to discuss anything at
all!
6. My revisionist work is NOT a conspiracy because I
make it public and I do not hide my name or my
intentions through deceptive dealings. If my work hurts
someone’s feelings, then they can start a defamation
action against me wherein TRUTH is a defence – but not
begin an action under s130 in Germany, or s18C in
Australia, which legally protects the official Holocaust
narrative from public scrutiny, where TRUTH is no
defence, and where a hurt feeling is enough to bring
about a conviction!
6.1 The First Amendment in the USA is still functioning
because the concept of “Moral Turpitude” protects it,
which means that anyone who physically hurts/damages
person or property is guilty of moral turpitude. Not a
single Holocaust Revisionist has ever been convicted of
Moral Turpitude – thought crimes? Of course! After all, if
you deny me my right to think and to speak, you deny
me my humanity and you commit a crime against
humanity.
6.2 Unfortunately the various human rights organizations
are Jewish controlled and so refuse to protect
Revisionists – and they label them: Haters – Holocaust
deniers – Antisemites – Racists – Nazis – Xenophobes.
Their Jewish agenda is to eliminate the European race –
some aspects in this article indicate where the program
is heading, to create the Eurasian individual –
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/authors/Darkmoon-Jews&
Sex.html#LD

7. We live in exciting times, and if our four heroines:
Ursula, Sylvia, Monika and Alison, dare do it, then so
must the heroes – and thus I, like Macbeth, before my
body I’ll throw my warlike shield and cry out: Lay on,
Macduff, and damned be him that first cries “Hold!
Enough!”
Best wishes,
Fredrick Töben

--------------------------------------------From: Alison Chabloz
Date: 25 January 2018 at 06:21:15 ACDT
Dear Fredrick and all,
Thank you once again, Fredrick, for your insight and
thoughts on our current situation. Thank you also for
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your newsletter article. Once one knows the truth, it
simply feels right and I am proud and happy to stand
alongside Sylvia, Monika and Ursula in this epic struggle.
An email sent to me yesterday containing the following
words also helped to boost my spirits:
“the way you present your songs is just so unique. You
may not know it , but a short song from you is hitting the
bastards more than many a book that may have been
written with that specific intent”
However, I am still somewhat perturbed and perplexed
by Agence Bocage's (AB) article concerning my ‘reckless
strategy’ and AB's proclamation of my status as a nonrevisionist. As we have no acknowledgement of
authorship of the AB piece, I agree with Peter that it’s
unlikely we shall ever know.
Fredrick wrote: Now I wonder why there was at this time
the attempt to discredit Alison from within the
Revisionists’ ranks; was it a coincidence or was it a setup/a conspiracy? – and remember, a conspiracy occurs
when more than one person meet to discuss anything at
all!
I suspect the British authorities dealing with my case,
namely the Special Crime and Counter Terrorism Unit (!!)
already have access to my email correspondence.
Naturally, the enemy wouldn't hesitate to semer la
merde at every given opportunity, so the possibility of
the article being a plant shouldn’t be ruled out.
Nevertheless, I am inclined to agree with Michèle who
wrote:
All I would say about the Agence Bocage article (in reply
to Gerard) is that I don’t think we should jump to
suggest its author is any sort of “plant".
Simply my opinion, but the intention of a well-meaning
(!) individual who, perhaps in haste, announced my
alleged fall out with Vincent to a trusted comrade who, in
turn, relayed this news to me (!), could also indicate an
internal attempt to discredit me, rather than the article
being the result of enemy action?
As for sending out links to videos of my
recent collaborations with Vincent, uploaded to BitChite
where I had also previously posted my song ‘I like the
Story as it is’, - would it be unreasonable to point out
that Michèle's warning does seem to echo somewhat the
unwise strategy angle of AB’s piece? - And as for
including the actual live link to my song in an email - it
wasn't me, gov!*
Of course, the mysterious author(s) of the piece are
entitled to their opinions - as is the case even for a
humble singer with revisionist convictions. At this
stage, it's my view that a proverbial burying of the
hatchet on all counts would benefit everyone.
Hopefully, for the sake of the Cause, there will be no

need to elaborate further. However, Michèle, if you so
wish, then please feel free.
Lastly, if the revisionist world is so concerned about
recognition, might I respectfully remind everyone that
Vincent interviewed me in November 2016, shortly after
my arrest and summons for the CAA private prosecution.
The title of his YouTube video is Entretien avec Alison
Chabloz, révisionniste harcelée**
N.B. The interview also includes an enhanced version of
(((Survivors)))
with
subtitles
and
accompanying
captioned cartoons.
Perhaps it would have been wiser to discuss the issues
raised in AB's article at that particular moment in time,
rather than during my trial, ongoing for over a year
now, with all the accompanying pressure and stress? In
any case, it would be something of a surprise to see any
similar opinion from AB regards e.g. Alain Soral's recent
convictions
for publication
of
satirical,
revisionist
cartoons. As Soral states, the French Justice System isn't
always
Charlie. Let's
hope
AB
recognises
that
incoherence and inconsistency have no place within our
movement and, in future, that the authors of similar
opinion pieces show the courage of their convictions by
relinquishing their anonymity.
Now, back to fighting the enemy :-)
Kind regards,
Alison.
*FYI, YouTube recently reinstated 'I Like the Story as it
is' to my channel and the song is now even available in
the UK. Quite an astonishing turnaround, along with the
un-banning of several other songs. As well, I have come
across a new YouTube mirror of (((Survivors))) with
German subtitles, uploaded only yesterday by one
‘Baruch Goldstein’. The caption (satire) beneath the
video reads:
'Die Verfasserin dieses Liedes muss dafür wohl in den
Knast oy vey.' !! :-)
**Vincent's video from November 2016 looks like this:

______________________________________________________

Austrian lawyer Herbert Schaller
died on January 13, 2018, aged 94.
Born February 6, 1923, Herbert Schaller joined the
Wehrmacht as an officer at the age of 18 in 1941. He
fought on the Eastern Front where he was appointed
lieutenant of the 44th Infantry Division.

Taken prisoner at the end of the war, he was released in
1946 and began studying law. Subsequently, he became
a lawyer and defended, often free of charge, several
revisionist activists including Wolfgang Froehlich, Gerd
Honsik, David Irving, Horst Mahler, Walter Ochsenberger,
Otto Ernst Remer, Franz Scheidl, Herbert Schweiger,
Pedro Varela, Walter Lüftl and Ernst Zündel.
In 2006, he participated in the Tehran Holocaust
Conference, where he was received by Iranian President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad.
Until his last breath, Herbert Schaller fought tirelessly for
the honor of the German people.
*Please view: Dr Herbert Schaller in der Wiener 3satGaskammer-Talkrunde - 5 Mai 1992: Wolfgang Benz
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states evidence there; Schaller responds: judicial notice
of homicidal gassings, therefore no need to prove this
physical fact!
* https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sgXLA6X85ao
* https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KQg7ZnRTFVQ

Ernst was arrested at his home in Tennesee on 5
February 2003, imprisoned in Canada for two years then
another five years in Germany, and released on 1 March
2010.

L-R: Wolfgang Fröhlich, Fredrick Töben, Herbert Schaller.
Herbert Schaller with Ernst Zündel on 1 March 2010.

_________________________________________________
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Authentic Heidegger vs. Inauthentic “Fake” News,
Part 1
Tom Sunic, Ph.D., January 22, 2018

Martin Heidegger, 1889-1976

The trouble with Martin Heidegger, the widely
acclaimed Western philosopher, is not just how to
correctly interpret his texts, but also how to
correctly interpret the works of his interpreters.
Out of a multitude of books and articles by
hundreds of Heidegger’s critics one can barely
single out two critics who are on par with each
other. Each critic, or rather each would-be expert
on
Heidegger,
usually
handpicks
several
Heidegger’s words, only to interpret those words
according to his own readymade conclusions. In
traditional German scholarship this obsessive
compartmentalization of social science, which skips
over a wider social, racial, literary, historical, etc.
context, has been derisively labeled with a noun
“Fachidiotismus,” that is, “expert idiocy.” Such a
compartmentalized approach in social science today
is pretty much widespread among liberal academics
and self-proclaimed media experts.
One is, therefore, obliged to raise a simple
question: Is it worthwhile reading Heidegger’s
mutually exclusive critics in the first place? Part of
the problem also resides in Heidegger’s own
opaque
prose,
devoid
of
footnotes
and
bibliography, which never offers a reader a single
illustration from the public realm and which
remains closed off from any ethical judgments. For
modern social justice warriors such abstract
philosophizing is inadmissible. To make matters
worse Heidegger’s toying with German compound
nouns makes his texts read like a jigsaw puzzle
reminiscent of the travails of Orpheus, the chores
of Theseus, or the labors of Heracles during which
these three mythical heroes embark on a
dangerous voyage of a deadly guesswork in an
attempt to decipher the puzzle of life (Being).

Although these heroes had managed to divine all of
life’s puzzles, at some point however, the
inexorable destiny sets in. The uncontrollable
individual fate, combined with the unavoidable
destiny of their community befalls them all: first
the violent death of the hero and then the downfall
of the hero’s community[1].
It comes as no surprise then that Heidegger, just
like
all
“nationalist-socialist-conservativerevolutionary-traditionalist-pagan-traditionalChristian, et. al” European thinkers, poets, and
scholars, including sympathetic prewar political
figures, was in deep love with the ancient Greek
language and lore. “Yes to Athens, no way to
Jerusalem!” was the underlying motto of all of
them. However, Heidegger meticulously avoids any
reference to the public realm, never ever venturing
into the troubled waters of race studies, sociology
or theology — quite unlike his nationalist or
conservative contemporary colleagues, inspirers, or
even imitators of the same or similar intellectual
caliber, such as Oswald Spengler, Carl Schmitt, or
Ernst Jünger,[2] whose books still provide a very
accessible and very readable historical, social and
literary narrative about the abstract verbiage
known as “Western democracy” or “humanism”(or
one may paraphrase Heidegger with his own veiled
words of “downward plunge” or “downfall” (i.e.,
Absturz) into liberalism). His sole and almost
obsessive concern remains language and how
language copes with immaterial and all powerful
Being, and how in turn Being interrelates with
physically visible “Being-there”, that is, man’s life
or “Dasein.” Or, to put it simply, albeit more
crudely, Heidegger theorizes on how indefinable
Being affects man’s “thrownness”, or “falling” into
this world without ever being asked whether he
wanted to be thrown into this world in the first
place. The late American rock singer Jim Morrison,
who used to be an avid reader, is reported to have
been influenced in his song by this Heidegger’s
concept.
Heidegger’s sudden and unexpected fame is,
paradoxically, more attributable to a
few
sympathetic left-leaning French intellectuals that
came to be known after World War II as
“existentialists” than to sympathetic European
right-wingers, or to his own ambition for selfpromotion. He was a modest and socially shy man
who avoided polemical exchanges with his
detractors and who intensely disliked the hustle
and bustle of large cities, preferring instead to live
a provincial life of a small town. “In large cities one
can easily be as lonely as almost nowhere else.”[3]
Neither did Heidegger’s looks, i.e. his “phenotype”
match the Hollywood iconography of the tall, blond
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Nazi usual suspect all set to gas the entire planet.
Heidegger was a man of modest physical stature
resembling more a handyman from the Ozarks, or
an elderly choir boy in his small town of Messkirch
lighting candles every morning at his local
eponymous church of St. Martin than a tall and
muscled White philosopher king.
Heidegger took great pride in reminding his visitors
of his peasant pedigree. But his vivid eyes mirrored
a man of high intelligence able to read the hidden
thoughts of his adversaries. Heidegger may
therefore be a big disappointment for many White
Nationalists who focus on the role of physical race
only while neglecting the study of spiritual race.
Widespread and newly constructed compound
nouns, popularized during his lifetime by prominent
racial scholars in Germany — words such as
‘Ahnenerbe’ (ancestral heritage), ‘Rassenhygiene’
(racial hygiene), or ‘Rassenschande’ (racial
defilement) — are absent in Heidegger’s books.[4]
His avoidance to write at least one chapter on the
“ontology of heredity” may be also a major
drawback in his entire philosophical career. The
loss of identity (i.e., the “downfall of authentic
Dasein,” i.e., human life) will inevitably have an
entirely different meaning for a native of Papua
Guinea than for a White man who is a native of
multiracial New York.
It was to be expected that after WWII, his critical,
mostly mundane Jewish and Marxist critics, with
Theodor Adorno at the helm, would start assessing
Heidegger’s works through Heidegger’s earlier
National Socialist affiliations. Adorno derides
Heidegger’s language: “as soon as he loosens his
voluntary self-censorship, he falls into the jargon,
with a provinciality which cannot be excused on the
grounds that it becomes thematic of itself.”[5]
However, in his own flowery but also more explicit
language, Adorno correctly notices Heidegger’s
proclivity
to
“pedantic
language”
whose
transposition into the jargon of fake democracy
Adorno claims to be spotting anew in the Americanrun postwar Western Germany. Yet, in passing,
Adorno can’t avoid displaying his own tribal fear
and
his
victimhood
of
wandering
Jewish
“homelessness” as well as his own “Ahasuerian“
(i.e., Hebrew) plight marked with the yellow star,
each time when Heidegger tackles the sensitive
topic of “inauthenticity” and “homelessness.”
When Heidegger finally calls “homelessness” the
“third essential characteristic of this phenomenon,”
he conjures up the Ahasuerian element. He does
this by means of the demagogically proven
technique of allusion, which keeps quiet about that
to which it expects secret consent. The pleasure of
mobility becomes a curse for the homeless. The
opposite of “everyday Dasein,” which “is constantly
uprooting itself,” is “observing entities and
marveling at them,” though it is not yet, by any
means the contemplation of Being. In philosophy in
1927 the rootless intellectual carries the yellow

mark of someone who undermines the established
order.[6]
Predictably, following the end of World War II, and
largely due to Adorno and the efforts of his acolytes
in the newly re-established Frankfurt School, social
science college classes all over Europe and America
soon turned into serial antifascist courses in
demonology. Each non-conformist thinker, critical
of both the American liberal-capitalist order and the
Soviet-sponsored Marxist scholasticism, ran the
risk of being labeled a Nazi or a Fascist demon. The
derogatory word ‘Nazi’ (which was never in the
official usage in National-Socialist Germany),
became after World War II a major shut-up word in
the arsenal of Western opinion makers in their own
opportunistic, albeit self-censored quest for political
or academic prominence and in their vilification of
their intellectual and political opponents. [7]
Heidegger’s critics, however, overlook that their
methods of literary and judicial process of guilt by
“Nazi” association are once in a while bound to
backfire. Academic or media demonization of “Nazi
Heidegger” has only added further glitz and glory
to Heidegger’s already well established reputation.
However, in light of Heidegger’s involvement with
National Socialism, two methods regarding the
objective assessment of his works are worthy of
being tested again. One option is to suppose that
National-Socialism was an absolute cosmic evil with
zero intellectual and cultural achievement whose
pseudo-scientific and insane scribes must be
extinguished forever. Since the end of the Second
World War this method of legal and academic
criminalization of heretics has been widely upheld
in the public realm and in higher education in
Europe and America. A second option in assessing
Heidegger’s works is radically opposite and goes as
follows: Given such a large number of European
and American scholars and writers who were
sympathetic to National Socialism and Fascism, and
in view of Heidegger’s own adherence to it, was not
National-Socialism the highest peak of Western
intellectual endeavor, as well as a desperate
attempt at creating the most sophisticated politicalcultural model — “Dasein” — in the entire
intellectual history of the West?
Idle Talk, “BS” or Modern Speech Subversion
Heidegger was enamored with his native German
tongue which, to be sure, is the richest European
language and an ideal means of communication for
thinkers and poets. “Language is the house of
Being. In its home man dwells. Those who think
and those who create with words are the guardians
of this home,” writes Heidegger in the first
paragraph of the first book he published after the
end of World War II.[8] The poetics of the German
language always had a prominent place in
Heidegger’s menu and particularly during his earlier
descriptions of the language used by his cherished
German poets.
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In the essay, “Letter on Humanism,” written in late
1946, Heidegger addresses the meaning of the
word ‘humanism’, a word which ever since World
War II has been regurgitated on all wave lengths
by Western and Eastern liberal and communist
politicians and intellectuals. Heidegger responds
that each historical epoch elicits its own definition
of humanism: “humanism differs according to one’s
conception of the ‘freedom’ and the ‘nature’ of
man. So too are there various paths towards the
realisation of such conceptions. The humanism of
Marx does not need to return to antiquity any more
than the humanism which Sartre conceives
existentialism to be. In this broad sense
Christianity too is a humanism.”[9]
In this mildly ironic passage, written in his usual
cryptic language, Heidegger says the obvious: the
notion of humanism will always be defined by the
quality of the winner’s sword and by the
subsequent zeitgeist that the winner imposes on
the vanquished. Hundreds of Heidegger’s critics
ploughing through this text often overlook the time
and place when Heidegger first drafted it. Back
then, in 1946, Heidegger knew all too well that his
words were not allowed to offend the all-present
ears and eyes of the French and American military
re-educators residing in his vicinity. In that cold
and hungry German winter of 1945–46, The Letter
on Humanism was composed by a man who was
denied the ability to enjoy at will his local Bock
beer or take relaxed meditating strolls along the
nearby off-the-beaten paths in the nearby Swabian
woods. When Heidegger penned this piece, the
whole of Germany, from the northern city of
Flensburg down to the southern city of Freiburg,
was a smouldering landscape of towns and cities
bombed to pieces, with 10 million additional
Germans, from all parts of communist occupied
eastern and central Europe, “on the run toward
their authentic being-toward-death.”[10]
By 1946 Heidegger’s abstract language on death
and dying, written two decades earlier in his
masterwork Being and Time, had materialized in
the real plight of millions of German dying
“Daseins” whose stories were not supposed to
reach the Western primetime “fake” news. “If idle
talk is always ambiguous, so is this manner of
talking about death,” wrote Heidegger in Being and
Time long before World War II had even
started.[11] Thus when his “Letter on humanism”
was composed, in 1946, Heidegger, like hundreds
of thousands of German teachers, professors and
journalists along with millions of ordinary Germans,
with Allied guns literally pointed at their head, was
obliged to fill out the humiliating Questionnaire and
explain in each of the 131 questions every single
detail of his former public and private life, ranging
from his sexual and religious preferences to his
political and academic affiliations in the Third
Reich.[12]

In his Being and Time, Heidegger’s language had
come close to the point, at least in some sections,
of voicing a relatively explicit critique of the Liberal
system. In the sections “Idle Talk,” “Ambiguity,”
and “Thrownness,” a reader can obtain a first
glimpse into contemporary political mendacity,
colloquially peddled in the American and European
mainstream media today under the title of “fake
news.”
Similar
to
Heidegger’s
“Letter
on
humanism,”
each
reader,
however,
before
assessing his masterwork Being and Time, must
also take the trouble of grasping the prevailing
social, political and military conditions of Germany
in 1926, the year when Heidegger wrote it. Reeling
from the humiliating defeat in World War I,
strangled by inflation and huge reparation
payments, which were scheduled to expire only by
1988, rocked by urban civil war between Moscowsponsored Bolshevik agitators and a growing
number
of
German
nationalists
and
decommissioned soldiers, Heidegger’s Weimar
Germany was not a place for fun or romantic
meditations about the beauty of the liberal order.
Sections 27 and 28 of the book refer to ongoing
social uprootedness and the strange political
custom of mutual mimicry amidst the ruling liberal
class. “Everyone is the other, and no one is
himself,” (p. 128) writes Heidegger — words that
made him later quite famous among students of
postmodernity.
These were the topics that would soon become a
major subject of inquiry among neo-Marxist
scholars in their own critical writings on the
sociology of modernity.
In fact, even his former Jewish pupils, later to be
known as the main figures in the Frankfurt School,
some of whom, like Hebert Marcuse, also became
his strongest critics, had already been piggybacking
on Heidegger’s theories, selling them in turn to
American and European students as their own. In
the section “Idle Talk,” Heidegger doesn’t use
loaded words like “fake news,” “lies of the System”,
“double-speak” or “newspeak,” preferring instead
his own poetic coinages such as “inauthenticity”
(Uneigentlichkeit) and “falling” (Verfallen) — words
that illustrated not just his own somber mood and
anxiety in the newly established Weimar Germany,
but also the mindset of thousands of European
intellectuals in search of identity. The full scope of
contemporary Liberal propaganda today, where
each media outlet is trying to outbid the other
outlet with its own, often phony coverage of
political and historical events, and with each
doubling down on reciprocal mimicry, can be better
grasped after reading these early Heidegger’s lines:
Everyone keeps his eye on the Other first and next,
watching how he will comport himself and what he
will say in reply. Being-with-one-another in the
“they” is by no means an indifferent side-by-sideness in which everything has been settled, but
rather an intent, ambiguous watching of one
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another, a secret and reciprocal listening-in. Under
the mask of “for-one-another”, an “against-oneanother” is in play. [13]
This is a passage in which Heidegger illustrates the
make-believe communication in the Liberal system
without however ever uttering the word “liberal
phoniness” or “fake news.” By the same token,
today’s
academics
and
mainstream
media
commentators in the US and EU are keen on
hyping up their students’ and their readers’
credulity by feeding them with surreal World War II
tales or extraterrestrial stories about the imminent
rebirth of Fascism. An example of such idle talk in
the modern media today can be observed in the
fabrication of lurid tales about Donald Trump’s
private life or his alleged Russian connections. The
sudden surge of the so-called fake news, however,
is nothing new in the history of the so-called liberal
free press. Fake news is its main pillar.
Fake curiosity among readers and students must be
also churned out by fake news experts and college
professors. Heidegger writes how “idle talk controls
even the ways in which one may be curious. It says
what one ‘must’ have read and seen. In being
everywhere and nowhere, curiosity is delivered
over to idle talk.“[14]
Heidegger’s compound noun “idle talk” (Gerede)
can be used today as a handy euphemism for the
description of the ongoing liberal propaganda. If
idle talk and its contemporary “fake news” version
are additionally embellished by the ruling class and
its opinion makers with disarming words and
phrases,
such
as
‘humanism’,
‘tolerance’,
‘democracy,’ ‘diversity,’ ‘ethnic sensitive training,’
‘affirmative action,’ etc., they have a better chance
of being implemented and are more likely to be
embraced by citizens as the ultimate truth.
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[12]
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*anarchyst January 22, 2018 - 8:47 am | Permalink
The mainstream media has always been dishonest. From the
“yellow journalism” of the late 1800s and early 1900s to today’s
“fake news, journalism has shown its true (communist) roots.
From the lies about the Spanish-American war to the New York
Times’ walter duranty hiding the truth about and denying the
artificially engineered and forced communist “famine” in the
Ukraine, to the lies about the 1968 Viet Nam communist Tet
offensive (a military victory for the South Vietnamese and
American troops) reported by walter cronkite as a military
defeat, cronkite and his ilk were successful in prolonging the
Viet Nam war for years, giving “aid and comfort” to the enemy,
who bragged about being supported by the U S media.
Look at NBCs doctoring of GMC truck gas tanks, rigging them to
explode, and the deliberate mischaracterization of George
Zimmerman’s conversation withe the 911 dispatcher, deleting a
key phrase, as well as showing Trayvon Martin as a 12-year-old
rather than his more recent “thug” facebook picture.
The media has become a “fifth column” of the government and
is not to be trusted.
To our advantage, we now have the internet, which gives the
ability for ordinary citizens to be real “journalists”, quite often
getting and reporting the story TRUTHFULLY before the
mainstream media.
In fact, there are calls by “mainstream media” to “license”
journalists, in an attempt to keep these “citizen journalists”
out…twenty years ago, any journalist suggesting such a scheme
would have been thrown out, but nowadays…
*T. J. January 22, 2018 - 2:03 pm | Permalink
Sounds like a plan.
Only White Nationalists get the licenses, after paying a fee of
$0.02.
*m January 22, 2018 - 11:24 am | Permalink
Heidegger is odd to read. You finish a section that, while
reading, sounds both insightful and likely profound; however,
once you get to the end, often, you are often left wondering:
what is he getting at? Was there a better way to say it? Some of
his prose even reads like self-parody and you want to ask, “Is
this a joke?”
Granted, he was writing at a precarious time for non-Marxist
German thinkers. But we cannot discount the genetic influence
of Kant, Hegel, and that whole intellectual tradition up to, and
including, Nietzsche. For better or worse, clarity was mostly an
English philosophical thing.
Cryptic language is stylistically unfortunate, but not necessarily
a deliberate obfuscation due to political limits (e.g., the socalled secret or esoteric writing taught by Leo Strauss). Indeed,
sometimes it’s the only way to get a point across–one may cite
the discussion constituting the very limits of language found in
the ancient Vajracchedika Prajnaparamita text; the so-called
“Diamond” sutra that was, by the way, undoubtedly a big
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influence upon Wittgenstein (compare Tractatus 6.54, even
though I don’t know that the latter ever mentioned it as an
influence). So maybe Heidegger was on to something.
You know that an open discussion of Heidegger can only take
place once it is possible to buy a book about him without having
to read something in the introduction acting as an apology for
his political views. That we are not there yet is obvious.
With that in mind, those back then who complained about his
politicization of the university (the Self Assertion) would,
however, have no problems at all with today’s Marxist
university, and in fact would fully support that.
FWIW, my suggestion for an introduction would be Julius Evola’s
critique in Ride the Tiger, generally parts 2 through 5, and
specifically Chapters 14 and 15. Also, oddly enough, Leo
Strauss’ essay on Heidegger found in The Rebirth of Classical
Political Rationalism is worthwhile in the context of our current
regime’s Anglo-American-Jewish thinking.
*Sophie Johnson January 22, 2018 - 1:32 pm | Permalink
Thank you, Dr Sunic! Yours is by far the most lucid account of
the essence of Heidegger’s opus that I have come upon. I am
particularly grateful for your opinion that Heidegger critics are
hopelessly at odds among themselves. I did notice that when I
made my long but only attempt to understand Heidegger, at
least to the point where I might understand why he is often
accredited with being the father of Existentialism. I threw in the
towel when it occurred to be that only the scholar whose grasp
of the German language is perfect can possibly understand
Heidegger, and how on earth might I know which of his critics is
in that position.
Your final paragraph is stupendous. It would never have
occurred to me that Heidegger has characterised the ‘makebelieve communication in the Liberal system that I regularly
pass off as ‘tosh’. He seems to have been nothing short of
prescient! I am looking forward avidly to your second part on
this theme.
*Nick Dean January 22, 2018 - 3:05 pm | Permalink
Precisely why should we, pro-Whites, care about Heidegger,
Tom? It is not known that he cared about us and all
circumstantial evidence is to the contrary – cheating on his
German wife with Jewish mistresses for example – where, as
with MLK we may take the measure of the man more from the
conduct of his character than the colour of his skin.
I have read dozens of articles concerning Heidegger from
nationalists who seem to feel the need of support from
establishment idols like MH to bolster their nationalist
arguments, all without clear nationalist relevance, oddly.
For exampIe, there was a discussion between guessedworker
and Greg Johnson where where D hoped that Heidegger might
hold the as yet secret key to a whole new possibly plausible
psychological outlook, man, and where G hoped that he, G,
would possibly be able to persuade Heidegger that Blacks were
not Germans. Like all previous discussions about Heidegger
within our nationalisms that one led nowhere because no-one
could say what relevance Heidegger or any of this theorizing had
for nationalism.
So forgive me, but taking together everything I’ve read or heard
about Heidegger in nationalist forums, I am inclined to think he

is a deliberate distraction. Well meaning people reference him.
But no-one yet has said what his value or relevance is, and
many bright, curious people have no doubt spent fruitless
months trying to find out when they could have been doing
nationalism.
I don’t think I fell for the Heidegger trap but in my gullible days
I spent months on Schmitt and only came away with one new
idea: that in reading him I was very likely being gulled:
https://songlightfordawn.blogspot.co.uk/2009/09/manipulationof-nationalist-movements.html
*Sophie Johnson January 23, 2018 - 8:30 am | Permalink
But is Dr Sunic presenting Heidegger to us as a nationalist guru?
I would not have thought so, at least not in this first part of his
essay. (I am about to read the second part.) The only
commendation of him I see here is that he blew the whistle on
the ‘make-believe communication of the liberal system.’ To have
done that is certainly a service to nationalism.
*Hammerheart January 22, 2018 - 4:41 pm | Permalink
CS Lewis made the point about fake news (his experiences in
WWI, also since as an Oxford scholar) over 75 years ago
(Surprised by Joy; That Hideous Strength), & without
incomprehensible polysyllabic language. Lewis is rather more
accessible to white Christians than Heidegger.
Lewis & the Oxford Christians rubbished journalism, the popular
press & liberal academe (eg Abolition of Man). Puzzling nobody
at TOO ever writes articles about them, that might reach the
vast bulk of white Christians. Lewis in particular had the gift for
saying in single 10-page essays (sometimes single sentences)
as much or more than 10 years’ worth of this type material
summed together. Again, odd how this highly accessible, highly
learned writer is virtually never quoted in WN circles, despite the
ongoing relevance of many things he wrote to present concerns
(some nakedly, some requiring careful, close reading; tho
nothing like the PhD hermeneutical decoding of Heidegger).
Absturzende Neubaten was a 1990s industrial band, right? XD
*Karen T January 22, 2018 - 4:54 pm | Permalink
The backlash on Martin Heidegger came with the post
structuralists, offspring of (((Claude Levi Strauss))) (fitting that
the top brand of collectivist, proletariat blue jeans in the 60’s &
70’s were Levis). They shat on the sublime and claimed that
there are no facts, no objective history, no philosophy , no
literature, no politics, and that truth and meaning are impossible
to understand. The big daddy of this postmodernism, the
philosophical equivalent of modern art, fashionable at
universitys in the 70’s and 80’s, was (((Jacques Derrida)))
whose only attribute was such a high verbal IQ that his 90 miles
per hour gibberish could fool college kids and trendies. Western
civilization, unlike the dozen or so that had previously fallen
after the four stages of expansion, conflict, empire, decay, had
survived three cycles, resurrecting itself through its ability to
reorganize and shift its core. Germany it appears was to lead
the fourth resurrection, but a hostile elite wanted Western
civilization dead and permanently buried. Great essay, thank
you!
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2018/01/22/au
thentic-heidegger-vs-inauthentic-fake-news-part-1/

Part 2
The expression “fake news” has a generic purpose
whose meaning varies with each individual user.
This phrase, alongside a number of
other phrases describing language manipulation in
the media, can be ranked in the category of
Heidegger’s “idle talk.” The political effects of idle
talk and its related word “newspeak” were also well
illustrated by the novelist and essayist George
Orwell.[14] Attempting to grasp the meaning of
liberal political propaganda while skipping over the
study of Heidegger’s idle talk, or Orwell’s
newspeak, is a nonstarter. Orwell had done a
revolutionary work by demystifying idle talk and

fake news by exposing frequent falsehood in
modern political communication.
Needless to say a White nationalist in Europe or in
America today will define differently Orwell’s
description of newspeak than his globalist-minded
liberal or antifascist counterpart. Blaming only
Joseph Goebbels, the former National Socialist
minister, for being the first to launch fake news in
Germany, or for that matter for being the first in
standardizing political lies and self-deception in
public discourse, is false.
Ironically, it was
Goebbels himself, much earlier than Orwell, who
had pointed out in his books and his speeches the
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rising tide of idle talk or fake news in the liberal
media: “And if we are to tell the truth, then we
must simply confess that we are slowly getting sick
of this idle talk (“Gerede”) about morality and
humanity that is travelling, column by column,
through the English press today.”[15]

Martin Heidegger, 1889–1976
The event which has acquired lately a historic
importance and which makes modern opinion
makers in the US and EU extremely worried is that
charges against fake news media are being levelled
by a man who represents the most influential and
the most liberal country on earth—Donald Trump,
president of the United States. If Trump doesn’t
shy away from calling out mainstream news as fake
news, he might someday start calling out the
names and describe the ethnic origin of major fake
news distributors in America. Trump’s labeling of
major news outlets as providers of fake news is an
unprecedented indictment in the entire history of
Liberalism — all the more so because the muchlauded so-called free press is viewed as the main
pillar of liberalism or for that matter of the official,
i.e., “deep state” America today.
The Poetics of the Political
Heidegger only scantily discusses language
manipulation in politics and only within the
framework
of a
retrieval
of
Being from
inauthenticity by comprehension of his much
discussed German poets. Some of his rare yet
important remarks on language within the context
of ongoing, mechanization and commodification of
human life, which he later described as the process
of “enframing,“ are nevertheless quite revealing:
Meanwhile, there rages round the earth an
unbridled
yet
clever talking,
writing, and
broadcasting of spoken words. Man acts as though
he were the shaper and master of language, while
in fact language remains the master of man. When
this relation of dominance gets inverted, man hits
upon strange maneuvers. Language becomes the
means of expression. As expression, language can
decay into a mere medium for the printed
word.[16]
Heidegger’s remarks about language becoming “a
master of man” and not the other way around bear

witness to the loss of authenticity of liberal
politicians who often, unknowingly, utter palaver
that has no meaning whatsoever. Idle talk and fake
news in political communication today are nothing
new; both were used in the official communist
propaganda in former Eastern Europe and the
Soviet Union. The official speech in communist
countries consisted of menacing or promising
phrases spiced up with foreign words that were
meant to give their authors an aura of intellectual
sophistication. In terms of syntax, each sentence
measured the size of an entire paragraph,
occupying a quarter of a newspaper page. For such
linguistic torture French anticommunist intellectuals
some fifty years ago invented the expression
“wooden language” (langue de bois). The
expression “wooden language” has by now become
a popular catchword in France, with citizens
ridiculing as unintelligible the talk of politicians and
media outlets.[17] Likewise, during the cold war,
dissidents in communist Eastern Germany coined
the word “Betonsprache” (cemented talk) when
critically referring to the state-sponsored fake
news.
Similar communist-like speech, albeit
dressed up in far more elegant and insidious
signifiers, has entered in full force the EU and US
media and higher education today. Fake talk can be
best observed in the introduction of abstract and
criminalizing phrases such as “hate speech” or
“white supremacist” which originated on US
campuses in the early 80’s of the previous century
and which have by now become widespread in the
judiciary of the EU and USA. Someone’s free
speech is always someone else’s hate speech.
No European language is immune to idle talk or
fake news. Both idle talk and fake news are the
logical results of the descent of liberal society into
inauthenticity. Heidegger maintains that only poets
can help us in re-appropriating our Being from
inauthenticity, and that “the poetic is the basic
capacity for human dwelling.”[18]
Such pessimistic musings by Heidegger, however,
can hardly preordain the rich German language and
its culture to become an important transmitter of
authenticity — at least not according to many nonGerman speakers, let alone Heidegger’s enemies.
To be a poet in a destitute time means: to attend,
singing, to the trace of the fugitive gods. This is
why the poet in the time of the world’s night utters
the holy. This is why, in Hölderlin’s language, the
world’s night is the holy night. [19]
Worth recalling is that before World War II the
German language was a “lingua franca,” that is, a
common idiom in higher education and in civil
service among cultivated non-German citizens all
over Central and Eastern Europe. After the war, the
German language became the subject of political
ostracism and of frequent “Hollywood-Nazi”
derision. Even Heidegger’s poeticized words and
sentences, when translated into the English or the
French languages, resonate differently, often oddly,
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and often incapable of retaining the nuances of
Heidegger’s wording or of capturing the German
spirit. Unlike other European languages, the
German language gives free reign to its speaker to
craft as many compound nouns as he wishes,
which can be seen all the time in Heidegger’s own
text. Yet the modern German language can also
give birth to grotesque fake news compounds, such
as the modern legal scarecrow featured by the
German Criminal Code, Section 130, carrying the
heading “Volksverhetzung.” This scary newspeak
construct, has been awkwardly translated into
official English with a clumsy and inaccurate
expression: “incitement of popular hatred.”[20]
This German noun, however, had been conceived
deliberately by the German postwar authorities as
a shut-up word for the so-called German racists or
Holocaust deniers. Smartly enough, German legal
workers had made sure that the words ‘Holocaust’
or ‘Jew’ would never show up, neither in this legal
construct nor in the entire corpus of German
legislation. This heavy-handed compound noun has
landed nevertheless hundreds of Germans in jail
over the last several decades.
Given its extraordinary etymological richness the
German language is best suited for philosophical
speculations. German verbs, often surfacing at the
end of each subordinate clause, force a reader or a
talker, to take a big breath beforehand. The
German language might be described as a “slow
motion” language, ideal for pensive loneliness and
the best tool for cultural pessimists and dark
romanticists who abound in German literature in
the early nineteenth century. Unlike the French
language, with its huge number of homonyms, or
unlike the American English with its tricky phrasal
verbs, the German language has a concise and
disciplined normative grammar that forbids verbal
escapades. It cannot be ruled out that Germany
lost World War II because its language, unlike the
French language, forbids political ambiguity. French
homonyms frequently allow French diplomats to
weasel out of an embarrassing situation while
providing them with a ready-made disclaimer: “No,
I didn’t mean it!” The German language, however,
with its clear- cut and audible syllables doesn’t
provide its speaker with margins of diplomatic
maneuvering.
The stark German language has not produced any
erotic literature as has the Italian language and its
Renaissance author Giovanni Boccaccio, whose
prose teems with sexually-charged scenes. Also,
the founding father of French satire and colloquial
French, the Renaissance author Rabelais, could
hardly find his match in Germany. When his young
fictional prankster, a giant boy named Pantagruel
urinates from the top of Notre Dame Cathedral,
drowning out bypassers, Rabelais announces a new
literary genre that would bypass Germany. The
most popular modern French novelist, Louis
Ferdinand Céline, whose satires about communists

and Jews are banned in France (termed wrongly
by modern censors as “anti-Semitic pamphlets”)
managed to put together a large number of
obscene French slang expressions that could hardly
find their equivalent, let alone their German
translator in the German-occupied Vichy France
(1940–44).[21]
The French and the English each have half a dozen
vulgar words for a Jew, whereas the Germans have
none. Hence the reason the Germans again resort
to vulgar and clumsy compound nouns like
“Scheissjude” or “Saujude” when voicing their
displeasure or hatred of Jews. Even the American
Henry Miller’s sexed-up novels when translated into
the German sound odd to German ears.
Neoclassical sculptures of naked women by the
German artists Arno Breker or Josef Thorak that
once adorned public buildings in National Socialist
Germany, always sporting on their faces a look of
the tragic, can hardly arouse sexual fantasy among
onlookers like the paintings of naked women by the
French Gustave Courbet or by the eccentric
Spanish anti-communist artist Salvatore Dali.[22]
Despite its pietistic language, ideal for a sober
philosophical inquiry, the German people of all
European peoples, has never fallen prey to Catholic
or Protestant religious fanaticism that rocked other
European nations for centuries. In fact, Germans
are the least Judeo-Christian-inspired nation in the
West. Obsessive political moralizing or Bible
thumping, which has been the trade mark of many
public figures in America, has been largely ignored
by German poets, thinkers and politicians. Only
with the political caesura that occurred in 1945,
with new German “Being in the world” setting in,
most German politicians and savants have willingly
transformed themselves into self-hating and meek
creatures. Germany’s angst for not stepping out of
political line has resulted since 1945 in citizens’
mutual mimicry which Heidegger called long ago
“theyness,”
(das
Man).
“Theyness”
of
an
anonymous crowd can be observed today in the
deliberate self-dumbing down of the German
populace who after World War II was obliged to
accept self-censorship and self-reeducation, and
whose practice has spread to all White peoples the
world over by now. What Heidegger specifically
meant by his concept of “theyness,“ as opposed
to his description of individual authenticity, has
been a subject of endless scholarly debates.
Modern high-tech society, operating like a giant
preprogrammed computer skeleton, a process
Heidegger calls “ enframing” (Gestell), removes
gradually any quest for Being, making every person
a pliable creature and a perishable commodity that
Heidegger labels ” standing reserve.” When these
human biomasses or the standing reserve,
renamed today by the liberal idle talk into
marketable “human resources” arrive at their
expiration date, they are due to be discarded. [23]
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This apocalyptic vision of the West offered by
Heidegger can no longer be dismissed.
The threat to man does not come in the first
instance from the potentially lethal machines and
apparatus of technology. The actual threat has
already affected man in his essence. The rule of
Enframing threatens man with the possibility that it
could be denied to him to enter into a more original
revealing and hence to experience the call of a
more primal truth. Thus, where Enframing reigns,
there is danger in the highest sense.[24]
Fake news in politics is just one of the segments in
the giant state-enforced enframing process. It can
best be seen in the unstoppable rise of hygienic
language forced upon citizens in America and
Europe. Modern heretics in Europe and America, in
order to professionally survive and avoid political
demonization, need to resort to their own coded
language, similar to the coded language of
dissidents in former communist countries.
Fake news does not only transpire in the
mainstream
media
and
among
corrupted
politicians, but also spreads to other realms of the
written word, especially in modern historiography.
If most media outlets lie, then we must conclude
that most media experts, most college professors,
and most advocates of liberalism are obligated to
lie as well.
Dr. Tom Sunic’s has written several books, the latest of
which, Titans are in Town (Arktos, 2017), consists of a
novella and essays on ancient and modern myths.
[14] Georg Orwell, Nineteen Eighty-Four (London: Secker &
Warburg, 1949). See also:
https://www.planetebook.com/ebooks/1984.pdf
[15] Joseph Goebbels, Die Zeit ohne Beispiel; Reden und
Aufsätze aus den Jahren 1939/40/41. “Aussprache unter vier
Augen mit der Demokratie”, (München; Zentralverlag der
NSDAP, 1941) p.82. See also:
http://www.thuleitalia.net/sitotedesco/Vari/Goebbels/Goebbels,%20Jose
ph%20-%20Die%20Zeit%20ohne%20Beispiel.pdf
[16] Martin Heidegger, Poetry, Language, Thought, transl.
Albert Hofstadter ( 2001 N. York: Harper and Row, 1971), p.
213. See also:
http://ssbothwell.com/documents/ebooksclub.org__Poe
try__Language__Thought__Perennial_Classics_.pdf
[17] See T. Sunic, “Le langage « politiquement correct »
Genèse d’un emprisonnement”, Catholica (summer 2006) Nr.
92. Also:
http://tomsunic.com/?cat=24
[18] M. Heidegger, Poetry, Language, Thought p. 226
[19] Ibid, p. 92.
[20] T. Sunic , „The Liberal Doubletalk and its Lexical and Legal
Consequences,” in Posmortem Report; Culturally Examinations
from Postmodernity, preface K. MacDonald ( London: Arktos,
2017), 146-160. Also: http://tomsunic.com/?p=253
[21] Alain de Benoist, Céline et l’Allemagne, 1933-1945: Une
mise au point (Bruxelles: Le bulletin Célinien, 1996). Also:
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/authors/SunicCeline.html
[22] T. Sunic, “Art in the III Reich,” in Postmortem Report,
pp102 -110.

Also: http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2011/10/08
/art-in-the-third-reich-1933%E2%80%931945-part-1/
[23] M.Heidegger, The Question Concerning Technology and
Other Essays. transl. with an Introduction by W. Lovitt (New
York
&
London:
Garland
Publishing
Inc.
1977),
https://monoskop.org/images/4/44/Heidegger_Martin_The_Que
stion_Concerning_Technology_and_Other_Essays.pdf
[24] Ibid. 28
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*GeorgeKocan January 23, 2018 - 8:09 am | Permalink
Good one: “Someone’s free speech is always someone else’s
hate speech.”
*JRM January 23, 2018 - 8:27 am | Permalink
One of the best posts I’ve read here.
*Luke January 23, 2018 - 12:47 pm | Permalink
Trump might start calling out the ethnic tribe who owns the
media and who pump out fake news?
Not as long as Ivanka continues to keep her doting daddy’s
testicles stored in her purse, he won’t.
*T. J. January 23, 2018 - 1:33 pm | Permalink
https://www.lewrockwell.com/lrc-blog/permissible-criticizejews/
*Fredrick Toben January 24, 2018 - 2:20 am | Permalink
After he had launched the Black Notebooks reflections 1939-41
in New York in 2014 Peter Trawny, director of the Martin
Heidegger Institute, was horrified to receive an email from me. I
just couldn’t resist informing me how the labelling Heidegger’s
thoughts with “Antisemitism” is pure nonsense:
The Jews, with their marked gift for calculating, live,
already for the longest time, according to the principle of
race, which is why they are resisting its consistent
application with utmost violence.
This one-sentence sums up the Jewish secret to success, and
failure, in whatever Jews as a group do. Kevin MacDonald’s
trilogy: “The Culture of Critique”, “Separation and Its
Discontents” and “A People That Shall Dwell Alone,” in detail
reveals what some, who are new to this topic. may find puzzling
if not frustrating: Why are Jews to be found at the head of those
corporations/agencies. governments, etc., that currently are
driving world events?
Goebbels labelled this phenomenon as being a part of
“Juedische Spitzfindigkeit-Jewish sophistry”, which then employs
the Talmudic death dialectic as ruthlessly or as persuasively as
is needed to eliminate one’s perceived foe.
In other words, the eternal battle-of-the-wills that begins within
the familiar family environment extends and reaches out into
globalism can be understood as a search for unifying values
where the shield and the sword secure the “realm” – and
whatever concepts will be called upon to achieve this.
Currently the denial of the biological imperatives – like denying
the Kantian Categorical Imperative, and propounding cultural
relativism, where racial DNA factors are deemed to be irrelevant
because they, too, are culturally determined, but which they are
not – is having a catastrophic effect on the next generation’s
directives.
This trip into hedonistic consumerism-nihilism is a certain sign of
a culture in decline, a gradual trip into the Spenglerian
Untergang. We have the freedom to go shopping and to selfdestruct but not the freedom to lift ourselves and our Volk into a
fully developed community where physical and mental arrested
development are banished and we embrace motivational ideals
such as: Truth, Honour, Justice, Beauty, et al. Heidegger asks
us to stop and pause for a while and to look in the mirror and to
self-reflect, and then to become again a part of Nature!
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2018/01/23/aut
hentic-heidegger-vs-inauthentic-fake-news-part-2/

________________________________________________________________________________

Horst Mahler is 82 years today - Tuesday 23 January 2018
Today, Horst Mahler turns 82 and again spends his birthday in
Brandenburg prison. His thought-crime? He dares call by name
the enemy of the people and brings this into public
consciousness.

Those disciples of Satan who feel committed to Yahweh and who
want to kill, or at least enslave, all non-Jews, invented the word
“Volksverhetzung-sedition", which is then used as an unjust
weapon against all decency.
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Horst Mahler never incited against the Jews. In his writings and
speeches he has only exposed the true nature of the Talmudicbased Jews and how their actions manifest themselves in global
politics.

Mahler thereby precisely touches the heart of the matter by
stating that the gullible non-Jews are the ones whom the
henchmen of the Jewish spirit force into chains.
Horst Mahler emphasises that the peoples’ liberation is only
possible if the German spirit asserts itself against the Jewish
mindset.
Again and again he has emphasized that this fight cannot and
should not be a fight with swords, rifles or bombs. The German
spirit must free itself from Jewish thoughts, understand its role
in world affairs, and become aware of its duties.
For many Horst Mahler’s texts are incomprehensible. To be able
to comprehensively understand their meaning presupposes
familiarity with philosophical questions. German idealistic
philosophy is fighting against the Mosaic faith.

Philosophy rules ideas and they govern the world; through
consciousness, the spirit intervenes in the governing of the
world. – Hegel.
I wish that Horst Mahler will still be able to experience the
liberation of the German people from the Jewish yoke, so that
he can then spend the last years of his life in a free German
Reich.
If you want to know more about Horst Mahler, read his writings
and letters. You can find a lot of material on:
* www.wir-sind-Horst.com
*https://endederluegedotblog.wordpress.com/2018/01/
23/horst-mahler-wird-82-jahre/

*This is just a random selection of individuals who ask
questions…

_______________________________________________

Sex and the Jews: Letter to a Jewish Correspondent
Dr Lasha Darkmoon, August 29, 2010

“What was forbidden is now permitted."
— Rabbi Samuel Dresner

A few months ago, I received an angry email from a
young woman called Victoria. Having ticked me off
severely for various things I’d said in an article — and
after a further exchange of emotional letters — Victoria,
who was half Jewish, told me she would no longer be
writing to me. So I wrote her a valedictory note in which
I took my leave of her with the friendly words, “Farewell,
my dear Jewess!”
Silence ensued for several weeks. And then, to my
surprise, I received another confrontational letter from
Victoria informing me that she was writing to me again
(a) “to correct certain misconceptions you have”, and (b)
to tell me that writing to me was “pointless.”

I found this quite amusing. It’s not often I get letters
listing all my shortcomings and telling me how pointless
it is writing to me. It makes a change. Victoria had taken
offense at the term 'Jewess'. “Referring to me as a
‘Jewess’ was very offensive and condescending,” she
scolded, “because I am only part Jewish. But I guess in
your racist mind, the fact that I am even part Jewish is
enough of a reason for you to deny my humanity
completely. Continuing any further correspondence with
you is pointless.”
This is the letter I wrote Victoria in response to her final
communication. I don’t usually write such long letters to
my correspondents, complete with a scholarly apparatus
of facts, figures, citations, embedded links and picture
illustrations. On this occasion, I decided to make an
exception.
***
Dear Victoria,
Your condemnation of the word "Jewess" as anti-Semitic
would be accepted, I think, as fair comment nowadays. I
meant no offense, but in any case please accept my
apologies.
You may not be aware of this, Victoria, but it’s a sad fact
that because of severe economic hardships endured by
Jews in past centuries, many Jewish girls were forced
into a life of prostitution. In all the great European cities,
a certain type of prostitute was always to be found:
exotic and semi-Asiatic in appearance. She was Jewish,
and she was very much in demand. The word “Jewess”
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therefore entered the language as a loose synonym for
“Jewish prostitute”.
When Baudelaire writes a poem about a Parisian
prostitute with whom he had just spent the night, he
refers to her simply as a “Jewess”. That was enough to
identify her as a prostitute.
“Une nuit que j'étais près d'une affreuse Juive…” (“One
night as I lay next to a frightful Jewess…”).
When Keats refers to Jewish prostitutes in an
unpublished poetic fragment quoted in a private letter
(1819), he doesn’t call them “prostitutes”. He just calls
them “Jewesses”. Why? Because so many Jewesses were
prostitutes that the two terms had virtually become
interchangeable. “Nor in obscurèd purlieus would he seek
/ For curlèd Jewesses, with ankles neat, / Who, as they
walk abroad, make tinkling with their feet." (See here.)
Keats is here referring to the typical Jewess with her
"curly" ringlets. The tinkling ankle bells he mentions were
often worn in past eras by prostitutes to signal their
approach. Ever since Ancient India, such bells have been
prostitute accessories.
***
You say you are "half Jewish", Victoria, and that your
family originally came from the Ukraine. Did you know
that Odessa, the fourth largest city of Ukraine, was once
a magnet for prostitute lovers from all over Europe? The
city was famous for its sumptuous brothels, all
supervised by Jewish madams who had formerly been
prostitutes themselves. As for the girls working in those
brothels, they were predominantly Jewish. Valued for
their seductive charms, these joygirls were referred to
simply as "Jewesses."
Here is a pertinent quote:
By the 1860s a French visitor to Odessa wrote that
Jews there were responsible for a white slavery
market in Russian women to Turkey. This is
feasible, especially since we know that Jewish
brothel-keepers were already in place at the other
end in Constantinople. The 1889 census shows that
Jewish women ran 30 of 36 licensed brothels in
Kherson province, where Odessa was located. In
1908 the American consul there claimed that the
whole business of prostitution is almost exclusively
in the hands of Jews. Jewesses were prominent in
the practice of prostitution. Thus, of 5127 licensed
prostitutes in 1889, 1122 or 22 per cent were
Jewish.
(See here; Note: 22% is significantly high, given that
Jews constituted only 4% of the Ukrainian population.. )
A Rabbi Rosenak of the German Union of Rabbis writes in
1902 that up to 50% of the prostitutes in his area were
Jewish. He deplores the fact and considers it
“inconceivable” that so many Jewish women should go
astray.
Jewish prostitution flourished throughout the AustroHungarian Empire. Jewish procuresses ran the brothels,
luring both Christian and Jewish girls into a life of
prostitution. One Jewish madam was known as "Lucky
Sarah", so named because she was lucky enough to have
founded the lucrative Hungarian export trade in girls.
Hungarian girls were considered sexy. They had those
dark, long-lashed eyes and exotic high cheek bones that
so many men find attractive. In short, the Jewish look
one finds enshrined in Hollywood’s first femme fatale,
also known as “the Vamp”:

Theda Bara (born Theodosia Goodman, 1885–1955),
Jewish silent screen actress famous for her femme fatale
roles. Note the corkscrew curls mentioned earlier by
Keats ("curled Jewesses"). The classic Hollywood femme
fatale, Wikipedia tells us, was "often foreign ... of an
indeterminate Eastern European or Asian ancestry."

Equally well-known to the Jewish Underworld of the time
was Sarah Grossman, another Jewish procuress
nicknamed "The Turk" because of the number of girls she
had tricked into a life of prostitution in Constantinople.
Two major sex emporiums were the industrial towns of
Czernowitz and Lemberg. Here countless girls were
enticed into a life of sex slavery. In 1892 a famous mass
trial of twenty-seven procurers was held in Lemberg. All
the defendants were Jewish. we are told,

“A major device of the procurers was a Jewish ceremony
referred to as the stillah chuppah. This included a
religious wedding ceremony which had no civil validity.
The soon-to-be abducted female would be misled into
believing that she was married with the rights of a wife,
only to discover later that her legal rights were nil.
Innumerable Jewesses found themselves tossed into
brothels by this device.” (See here).

You see what is happening here, Victoria? Vast numbers
of innocent Jewish girls were tricked into a life of
prostitution by their fellow Jews. It was their own race
who tricked them and sold them down the river. It
reminds me of the Jewish rabbis who tricked Norman
Finkelstein’s mother out of her fair share of Holocaust
reparations.
These are the facts, Victoria. They are the truth. Resist
the truth if you want, but truth will prevail in the end.
Rather than dismiss me as an “anti-Semite” for drawing
the obvious conclusions from these well-known historical
data, you should come to terms with the fact that most
ordinary Jews are the dupes and victims of organized
Jewry. It's not these ordinary Jews I criticize or
condemn, it’s their rabbinical and ideological controllers:
the Puppet Masters, or the "Masters of Discourse," to use
Israel Shamir’s apt phrase. It’s not the sheep, it’s the
Bad Shepherds, who are the problem.
***
No class of men appears to be quite as sex-obsessed as
the Orthodox Jews and the rabbinate. If you compare the
religious texts of the various world religions, you will find
that all of them — with the single exception of Judaism —
maintain a high moral tone throughout. They don’t keep
harping on about breasts and penises, prostitutes and
semen. Judaism does.
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Consider this inflammatory passage from the Hebrew
English Bible, enough to bring a blush to any maidenly
cheek:
There she lusted after her lovers whose genitals
were like those of donkeys and whose emission
was like that of horses. So you longed for the
lewdness of your youth when in Egypt your bosom
was caressed and your young breasts fondled.
(Ezekiel 23: 20-21).
The number of Victorian damsels who must have
swooned away over that passage is probably beyond
computation.
Turn to the Babylonian Talmud and you will find yourself
suddenly transported into a hothouse world of indelicate
anecdotes dealing specifically with prostitutes and their
rabbinical (or yeshiva student) clients. There are so
many of these stories in the Talmud that a special name
had to be invented for them: aggadah. Though these
instructive anecdotes touch on all conceivable topics,
usually with a rabbi as the central figure, sex often looms
large. It can certainly be argued that Judaism is more
obsessed with sex than any other world religion. (Scroll
down to “Contents”, here.)
One such story starts like this: “They said of Rabbi Elazar
ben Dordia that he did not leave one prostitute in the
world that he did not come to. One time he heard that
there was a certain prostitute in a town by the sea who
took a purse of dinars for her price. He took a purse of
dinars and went and crossed seven rivers to reach her…”
(Tractate Avodah Zara 17a). Another story begins:
“There was once a man who heard that there was a
prostitute in a town by the sea who took four hundred
gold coins as her price. He sent to her four hundred gold
coins and set a time to come to her. When his time
came, he went. She said ‘Let him come in’. When he
entered, she sat naked on the top bed…etc. etc. ”
(Tractate Menachot, 44a)
The Talmud is full of such stories about rabbis and their
students paying visits to prostitutes. Since the word
“pornography” literally means “writing about prostitutes,”
the Talmud is perhaps the only religious classic that
could be described — in a literal sense — as
pornographic.
We read in the Talmud of Rahab the harlot, for example,
first mentioned in the book of Joshua. One of the most
bewitching femmes fatales of antiquity, on a par with
Helen of Troy and the fabulous Corinthian courtesan Lais
mentioned by Demosthenes, the beautiful Rahab first
began to sell her body at the age of ten. "There was no
prince or ruler who had not slept with Rahab the
prostitute," the Talmud informs us breathlessly. (Tractate
Zavachim 116b).
The rabbis, being the religious rulers of the day, were
among the first to enjoy this nubile nymphette’s favors.
Pedophilia? Yes, the Talmud is full of it. We are told
of this Jewish Lolita: "They [the rabbis] allow her an
honored place in Jewish tradition....Her past as a harlot
is not held against her, and is almost entirely forgotten
once she converts to Judaism." (See here).
Nothing changes. Plus ça change. Pedophilia is okay, it
seems, if you happen to be a Jewish rabbi or Roman
Polanski — but not if you’re a Catholic priest.
Pedophilia is not the only sexual perversion to which the
Talmud appears to be tolerant. There is also voyeurism.
An interesting anecdote relates how Kahane, a yeshiva
student, hides under his rabbi’s bed and eavesdrops on

him making love to his wife. He is discovered there and
severely reprimanded by his teacher who orders him to
leave the room at once. The student refuses. “No, I
won’t!” he says. “For this is Torah, and I must learn!”
The rabbi is forced to take this into consideration. Spying
on people having sex is arguably okay if your motive for
doing so is a passion for the Higher Knowledge. (See The
Passionate Talmud, Introduction, p. 1).

Another section of the Talmud deals with bestiality.
Widows are advised not to keep dogs. Why? “Because”,
one is told, “there’s some suspicion about what a woman
who’s already tasted the pleasures of the flesh might do
with her pet.”
I am not exaggerating when I say that the Talmud’s
obsession with sex is unique among world religions.
Amazingly, it has to be the only religious text in the
world to discuss and compare the penis size of its most
venerated sages.
(See The Passionate Talmud,
Introduction, p. 1).

Ex-President George W Bush on his way to Talmud class

***
Fast forward to the 21st century and we find that the
contemporary rabbinate can hardly be cited as models of
sexual restraint.
Turn from the Talmud to Ilana Hammerman’s In Foreign
Parts: Trafficking in Women in Israel and you will read
harrowing accounts of Israel's contemporary sex-service
industry. Innocent young girls, many of them underage,
are kidnapped in Russia and Eastern Europe and forced
into a life of prostitution in Tel Aviv. Locked up without
food, subject to threats and violence by their Jewish
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pimps, these wretched girls are sometimes expected to
sleep with up to sixty customers a day. Their most
assiduous clients, sporting black hats and bushy
beards, are “religious” Orthodox Jews taking a sabbatical
from their wives.
Here is the kind of eye-popping revelation we come
across in Hammerman’s shocking book:
I had a very famous rabbi who would come and
order a girl to have sex with him in the doggie
position, and would ask her to bark," a former
brothel
owner
testified
at
a
[Knesset]
parliamentary committee. One of the working
women, presented as a devout Christian, expresses
an aversion to her religious clients: "They had a big
black hat and under it [another] little black hat and
they were real perverts. (See here).

According to a CNN report in 1998, Israel now has the
highest per capita consumption of prostitute services in
the world. One million visits are paid to prostitutes each
month, making brothel hopping one of the nation’s most
popular pastimes. Thousands of women are abducted
annually — mostly from Russia, Ukraine, Moldavia,
Uzbekistan and China — and sold into sex slavery in
Israel. "The situation," Jewish author David Weinberg
wrote in a 1998 article about prostitution in Israel,
entitled Not So Holy Land, "is enough to make you cry in
despair — or vomit from shame."
***
Jews certainly have sex on the brain.
“I’m such a sex machine,” Radio talk show host Howard
Stern boasts. “I could take a piece of wood and turn it
into something erotic.”
Woody Allen, loyal supporter of pedophile Roman
Polanski, was accused by his estranged wife Mia Farrow
of
sexually
abusing
their
7-year-old
daughter
Dylan. Woody is best known today for his brilliant
witticism: “Don’t knock masturbation. It’s sex with
someone I love.”
Hope Weissman, a Jewish professor at Wesleyan
university in Connecticut, was the first to give a course
on pornography in which her students were expected to
“study” the most obscene pornographic magazines and
witness a striptease performance by (Jewish) porn star
Annie Sprinkle which may have included her famous
routine of letting people peer up her vagina with a
flashlight.

In 2001, Jewish professor Peter Singer put in a good
word for bestiality at Princeton university, suggesting in
an essay called Heavy Petting that one might like to get
it on with a dog. Again in 2001, a Jewish community in
England made big news when three strippers were
invited to perform sexually explicit acts in a synagogue,
possibly with the resident rabbi in full attendance.
In 1998, Israeli commentator Jonathan Rosenblum,
noting that a CNN documentary had revealed that Israel
now had the highest rate of prostitution in the world, had
this to say: "Once again anti-Semites portray us as
sexual libertines and perverts to undermine our moral
authority. Today we cheerfully admit the charges.” (See
here).
Of one thing we can be reasonably certain: any society
that attracts large numbers of Jews can expect within a
few years to enter a spiral of decadence. Moral anarchy
sets in. Sexual promiscuity throws open its Pandora’s box
of evils. We saw it in Weimar Germany. We see it
gathering pace in America today. We see it above all in
Israel, a society of fanatical settlers and rabid right-wing
rabbis: a country surely doomed to implode from within,
sooner or later, under the pressure of its own moral and
military excesses.
I cannot help feeling that a great storm is brewing and
that only a military coup or revolution can now save
America. Save it from what? From the spiritual cancer
that is consuming it from within, and from the foreign
wars into which it is being lured — Afghanistan, Iraq, and
soon perhaps Iran — on behalf of another nation and its
indefatigable agents in America.
Unless a miracle soon occurs and some charismatic
leader comes to our rescue, an unimaginably bleak
future surely awaits us: a future in which the only
consolations left to us will be mindless entertainment,
drugs, alcohol, sexual intoxication — and suicide.
Sincere best wishes, Victoria, and good luck to you in the
days of terror and tribulation that lie ahead.

Armageddon (see here and here)

***
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